Sure Loc XPS
Intraoperative Arm Positioner

Solid patient positioning for orthopedic shoulder procedures with a grip release for instant and infinite intraoperative positioning by the sterile team.

The Sure Loc XPS intraoperative limb positioner provides the orthopedic team with a secure hold of the extremities with the ability to effortlessly reposition intraoperatively as a 3rd arm assist.

- Ultra lightweight and compact for ease of use
- Quick and easy connection with its integral clamp
- Responsive, smooth, infinite intraoperative arm manipulations
- Universal connection and compatibility to all tables with US rails and shoulder positioner accessories

The Sure Loc XPS (BF041) includes:
- The Sure Loc XPS Limb Positioner
- A Sure Loc Adaptor
- A Sure Loc Forearm Attachment
Sure Loc XPS Positioning

Attachment along the surgical table’s siderails permits versatile patient positioning in lateral, Fowler, supine and prone positions.

Sure Loc XPS Accessories

Additional Sure Loc XPS Intraoperative Arm Positioner accessories:

- Forearm Attachment (BF044)
- Sure Loc Adaptor (BF043)
- Disposable Sterile Drape Kit (BF042)

(Foot pedals, cords, gas hoses, battery chargers, backup batteries, and dedicated shoulder positioners are not necessary or required.)